than a true criticism. *Dry Manhattan*, while the product of serious research and writing, seems to straddle the popular history genre and scholarship designed for academics. The relegation of historiographical information to a limited number of endnotes and the lack of an overall analysis of prohibition after its repeal, make it slightly unsatisfying to the professional historians’ intellectual appetite.

*Dry Manhattan* will satisfy casual readers and historically curious New Yorkers, yet it remains viable for use in the higher education classroom. On the whole, Lerner’s case study was informative and interesting, its strong archival research ensuring that it will be seen as an important contribution to the field of American prohibition history.

JORDAN PATRICK LIESER  
*West Virginia University*


*Many Identities, One Nation* opens with the author’s personal reflection of cultural and national identity. While cultural customs and events fill Riordan’s memories, it has become his heritage, no longer his family’s culture. While he may cling to the label of Irish-American, even his own brother opts for “just American.” This modern reflection invites contemplation on the proverbial “melting pot” many Americans believe their country to be and further analysis of the Latin motto found on the Seal of the United States, *E Pluribus Unum*; Out of Many, One. How diverse cultures view themselves in America, how these cultural identities evolved, and the consequences of that evolution are important questions that Riordan skillfully answers. In doing so, Riordan tells us how this process emerged during the Revolution and continued to develop in the Early Republic.

To accomplish this study, Riordan analyzes three communities along the Delaware River valley during the Revolutionary era. While these communities shared many similarities such as population, economic activity, and role as regional political hubs, their differences allowed Riordan to examine the evolution of diverse cultural identities in similar environments. The Middle Colonies provide fertile ground for researching multicultural identities...
and this is reflected in his choice of communities: New Castle, Delaware; Burlington, New Jersey; and Easton, Pennsylvania. The port city of New Castle was home to large numbers of Scots-Irish, African-Americans (both free and enslaved), Anglicans, and Presbyterians as well as possessing a strong tie to the Atlantic world. While no longer exclusively Quaker, Burlington demonstrated its strength by dominating local affairs. Easton became home to many recently-arrived German immigrants to Pennsylvania. While alienated by many of their eastern neighbors, Germans found common ground and unity with each other through their religion and their fight against Native Americans.

Riordan’s intense investigation of how local affairs shaped identity allows the reader to visualize the inner workings of the social fabric of these three societies. Religion, race, politics, economics, and personal identities merge to create a larger collective identity. Riordan develops a picture which expands from the local level. Beginning with the conflicting political identities of the three towns during the Revolution, Many Identities, One Nation proceeds chronologically, and explores the growing influence of religion in shaping identity. Ultimately, the role of cultural identity unfolds in the formation of political identity in the Jacksonian era while reflecting the dominance of local interests. Interestingly, the Revolution was not a universal unifying factor, but in many cases, the opposite. Additionally, the war had forced choices that were addressed “through the logic of local circumstances” (81). However, the pre-war existence of these towns had been disrupted by the war and would yield new factors in shaping their identity.

Following the Revolution, “cosmopolitan evangelicalism” and partisan politics emerged as “key thrusts” to reshape “resurgent local diversity into American unity” (12). Just as race had become central to “American-ness,” so too did Christianity become a desirable American trait. Evangelical reformers sought to overcome differences and form a common American Christianity. In this capacity, Riordan emphasizes the work of several Bible societies and their goals of putting a Bible in every home, but also their desire for a closer relationship between Protestant faiths. While they met with some success and some resistance, “cosmopolitan evangelicals had made organized religion more central to public life in the early national United States than it had been at the start of the American Revolution” (207). Just as the Revolution had done, the emergence of permanent political parties thrust national events into communities, however, “localist traditions persisted and continued to shape politics” (247). This is evident in the transformation of Pennsylvania Germans.
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Just as their service in the Revolution had forged their identity from “colonial outsiders to full-fledged Americans,” they used this experience to resort to arms to “defend local practices against distant external authorities,” as in Fries Rebellion (110). Riordan’s journey through the Delaware Valley traces these changes “connecting the party formation of the 1820s to developments set in motion by the war of independence.” The ethnographical study of these communities contributes greatly to our understanding of the developments and decision making processes of these ethnic groups. Even in the face of nationalizing forces, religious, racial, and ethnic issues remained central, gaining “heightened public significance” (12).

Many Identities, One Nation adds greatly to our understanding of the Revolutionary era and its legacy by painting a picture of how these communities viewed the chaotic world around them and their reactions to these events. The rich ethnographical studies and focus at the local level reveal a greater understanding of how Americans view their nation and their roles in it. While the diverse Delaware Valley may not have been symbolic of the early nation as a whole, it provides an excellent example of the multicultural identity that America would become.

DOUG MACGREGOR
Community College of Allegheny County


In an especially brisk and dramatic narrative, Kevin Kenny tells the tragic story of Pennsylvania’s declension from its beginnings as a “Holy Experiment” to its numbing end in bloodshed and warfare. That basic story line is evident in previous works by Francis Jennings, James Merrell, Jane Merritt, Daniel Richter, William Pencak, and Peter Silver. But Peaceable Kingdom Lost is distinguished by Kevin Kenny’s narrative skill. This well-researched book is ideal for use in history courses as a readable and engaging narrative that very ably synthesizes much of the recent scholarship on Indian-European relations in colonial and revolutionary Pennsylvania.

Kenny’s well-told, yet familiar story is premised on the notion of Penn’s “holy experiment” where racial coexistence was writ into the colony’s foundation.